Interactive Session Plan
Organisation

The Great Escape

Age Group

U11s

Time Available

20 Minutes

Session Theme Dribbling - Creating space, avoiding others, taking on opponents.

Organization

Each guard (players in yellow) has 2 gates to defend. Players in the middle
(whites) have to escape out of the gates without the guards tagging them.
Players in the middle should start off without a ball and try to get out of the
gates and earn a point by simply running through one of the gates without
being tug. Then introduce the football so that players have to dribble out of
the gate. Guards must stay by their gates and not come into the practice.
Key Coaching Points
- Spacial awareness (players not bumping into one another or kicking others balls).
- Use of the foot (inside/outside, laces, underneath).
- Different types of turns and skills (step overs, cruyff turn etc.)
- Small or big touches?
- Communication (can players work as a team to get through the gates?) - allow player
to discuss this between themselves.
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Progressions
- Get the players in the middle to decide whether the gates need making bigger or smaller?
- Players have to exit through one gate and re-enter back through the other to get 2 points.
- Players carry the ball through the gate and pass the ball back through the gate without their ball
being intercepted.
- The ball has to leave through a gate on the in the air and controlled at the other side of the gate
without the player being tagged.
- Add extra tagger in the middle to tag the players. (Give the middle tagger a ball to dribble if
they're finding it to easy to catch people).
- Split area into 2, 1 half with a tagger, 1 half without, players decide which area they can go in. 3
points for going through a gate in the half with the tagger, 1 point for getting through a gate in
the half with no tagger.
- Introduce partner work - start with ball in hands, taggers can only tag players without the ball.
- Players have to pass to their partner through a gate and the partner has to dribble back in
through the same gate or different gate without being tug.
- How many passes can the partners get through a gate without being tug or stopped by a guard.
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